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Abstract- This check valve has been designed to save energy and preserve the pressure of petroleum inside of the cell during 
the experiment after reaching to the desired pressure by cutting the pressure flow. To this respect, one platen attached to ball 
system contrived that can close the hole and retains the desired pressure. 
 
Index terms- check valve; one-way valve 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is undoubtedly true that results of experiment have 
changed to a controversial issue especially when it 
comes to equipment fields. The importance of this 
affair getting more highlight in majors such as 
mechanics, civil, metallurgy and so forth. One 
fundamental factor in laboratories experiments is 
instruments. Experiments’ devices must be designed 
and manufactured such that amount of errors inclined 
towards zero which it will cause having reliable and 
accurate data and results.  
Experiments’ means that use fluid for applying 
pressure such as some kind of creep, fatigue and 
corrosion tests comprises a vital part that their 
responsibility is transfer the fluid inside of the cell 
and maintain the desireable pressure inside of the cell 
during the experiment. During last fifty years, various 
designed have been used to reach these aims 
(conducting the fluid and save the pressure of inside 
of the chamber) in different experiments. Procuring 
this purpose could be hard and complicated due to a 
significant reason; these types’ experiments usually 
are along with high level of pressure and temperature 
that can cause difficulties. All in all each of previous 
on-way valve designed in order to use in a particular 
system. Some of them were elaborated and some of 
them simple.  
Design with ProEngineer 
This check valve must be designed such that have the 
best efficiency in a system like “一种蠕变试验机 (A 
kind of creep testing machine)” which have been 
patented in 2016 with Application number: 
CN201511018439 and written by Abbas 
AghajaniKalkhouran and Xu Jianfeng. Moreover, it 
would be appropriate in other machines which work 
based on applying forces by fluid. 
This on-way valve have been designed by Pro-
Engineer. It comprises some parts that will be 
explained in the following paragraphs. Check valve 
or one-way valve is a device for controlling the flow 
of fluid. Actually, one application of the check valve 
is to prevent fluid from returning the fluid into 
entering pipe. The check valve has 20mm diameter. 
These devices should be designed so that to estimate 
tolerance fluid at high level of pressure and stress. 

Our check valve consists of three separate parts such 
as body of check valve, spring, and ball system. 
Body of Check valve 
Body of check valve will be utilized as a guide for 
fluid flow and should keep spring and ball together. 
When fluid comes from inlet, the ball is pushed back 
by fluid pressure. Thus, at this time petroleum can 
have flow from upper and lower ducts and this stream 
continues by spanning from those four oval-shaped 
holes. Fluid reaches inside of the cell. The spring 
pushes the ball system however, the shape of the ball 
system would thrust in hole of cell. 
For designing this part, we need to make a chamber 
that can keep spring and ball system while they have 
a horizontally movement, one piece to contact with 
cell components, and one piece to contact with pipe. 
“Revolve” tool is considered as a good choice to 
create body of check valve for the first step. Length 
of that part have contact with inner cell, insulator, and 
support components in order to span lid of inner cell 
with 15mm, insulator with 10mm to fix inside of the 
support thickness. Therefore, appropriate thickness of 
that part would be 25mm (lengths of inner body 
15mm+ insulator body 10mm = 25mm), and 10mm to 
contact with pipe which will take place out of the cell 
and  in which its diameter is 20mm. 
After revolving we make a plane that has 4mm 
distance from right plane and then sketch a shape like 
“+” that you can see in the figure, afterwards, you can 
extrude it 19mm. Again return to that created plane 
and draw one oval-shape and extrude it. At last by 
using of “Pattern” tool it is possible to make four 
elliptical holes. 
Accordingly, by drawing and extruding a circle on 
the surface of the big circular protrusion, with 5mm 
diameter and 16mm distance from center, you will be 
able to check valve body and extend it to four by 
using “Pattern” tool. 
In order to contact check valves and bodies, we 
decided to utilize thread method. Because using 
threads give us some options such as changing the 
disabled check valves by easy opening and closing 
the screw, however, this method has a high resistance 
to pressure and stress. 
We will make thread on that surface of body which 
enter to the cell by using “Helical Sweep-surface”  
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tool. The procedure of this tool is made of four steps 
which will be managed as below list. 

 Attributes; choose lateral surface of the body 
 Swp Profile; draw a line from a point on the 

top of horizontal axis in which it has 1mm 
distance from outer edge, with 21.84mm 
length 

 Pitch; fill out the blank with number 2 
 Section; draw a triangle with 60’ We will 

make another thread in that inner lateral 
surface of holes on that big protrusion by using 
“Helical Sweep-Cut” tool. The procedure of 
this tool is made of four steps which will be 
managed as below list. 

 Attributes; choose lateral surface of the body 
 Swp Profile; draw a line from a point on the 

top of horizontal axis in which it has 0.5mm 
distance from outer edge, with 5mm length 

 Pitch; fill out the blank with number 1 
 Section; draw a triangle with 60’ 

Note: there are some differences between body of 
check valve which is used as inlets and outlets that 
are visible in their figures. 
Spring 
For designing spring it is essential to consider the 
dimension of check valve body and ball as well as 
using standard material. These springs have 10mm 
length and 1.5mm diameter. 
For creating spring we will use “Protrusion” which is 
in “Helical Sweep” menu. 
Thus, four steps are required to have spring: 
 A
ttributes ; just click on Variable, Norm To Traj , 
Right Handed and Done 
 S
wp Profile; draw a line with 5mm and 2.25mm 
distance from vertical and horizontal axis respectively 
and cut 4mm from each side by putting points. 
 P
itch; fill out the blank with 0.4 for two sides and 1 for 
centre. 
 S
ection; draw a circle with 0.5mm diameter. 
Ball system 
For designing ball system it is essential to consider 
the dimension of check valve body and ball as well as 
using standard material.  This part comprises of two 
parts which will be made separately and then will 
have been welded to each other. These parts are semi-
sphere and lever that stacked to a cylinder and this 
cylindrical shape will be fixed inside of the chamber. 
To create half of ball, there are lots of methods 
however we will use “Revolve” tool. In order to 
sketch a semi-sphere, we should draw quarters of 
circle on the horizontal axis with 5 mm diameter and 
25mm distance from vertical axis. Therefore, for 
creating the lever, we sketch a shape like a plus with 
round inner edges that you can see in figure and 
extrude it 2mm. Then separate one circle with 4mm 

diameter from the center of that plus shape and four 
rectangles from around it and add material by using 
extrude tool 21mm. Lastly, one circle with 30mm 
diameter will be linked to the end of previous shape 
and extrude it 2mm. 
 
Assembly of Check Valve 
 In this assembly, the first and main component is 

the body of check valve. We will select and add it 
to assembly. Change references and select it as 
default from upper tool bar. 

 Bring spring into the assembly environment and 
accommodate it in its location by clicking on its 
coordinate system and coordinate system of check 
valve part. 

 Last step is adding the ball system. After arriving 
in assembly we will click on coordinate systems of 
ball and body of check valve. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
To save energy and preserve the pressure of 
petroleum inside of the cell during the experiment we 
changed and redesigned check valves after reaching 
to the desired pressure by cutting the pressure flow. 
To this respect, one platen closes the hole and retains 
the desired pressure. 

 
Figure 1. Horizontal cross section of the check valve 

 
Figure 2. Vertical cross section of the check valve 

 

 
Figure 3. Drwaing of the check valve 
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